
ALAN ROBERTSON TROPHY AND ST. DUTHUS SHIELD                                                             

Two qualifying rounds of 18 holes strokeplay.

Trophy  to be played for will be dependent on age at time of entry.   Match Secretary  will divide entries into two,  as equal as 
possible,  groups.  The ‘older’ group to play  for the Alan Robertson Trophy  and the ‘younger’ group to play  for the St Duthus 
Shield.

The competitor with the best net aggregate after the two rounds will be awarded either the Alan Robertson Trophy  or the St 
Duthus Shield and a voucher,  the second best aggregate over the two rounds will be awarded a voucher.  Ties to be decided 
on better second round, then on count-back on second round.

Conditions

1. Method of Entry

Add name to entry  sheet online or enter online from computer in hallway  (available 4 weeks  prior to competition), 
draw  done on Saturday.  For late entries/withdrawals contact Match Secretary  in first instance for assistance.  The 
draw will be e-mailed by Match Secretary and posted on the notice board in the Ladies Changing Room.

2. Intention to Play

 Indicate intention to play by entering name in Pro Shop (stroke play only).

3. Transportation

 Any  player may  use a buggy  for any  competition (see Decision 33-1/8 in the Decisions Book and Appendix  1, Part C,  
Paragraph 9 of Rules).

4. Suspension/Abandonment of Play

 For stroke play  - play  will be abandoned if course deemed unplayable.  The competition will then be rescheduled 
(usually  the next Tuesday).   Refer to Tain Golf Club website, Members Login, for Policy  for Inclement Weather & 
Suspension of Play.

5. Distance Measuring Devices

 Tain Golf Club Local Rule permits the use of distance measuring devices only, but not the use of measuring devices 
used for land gradient, wind speed, temperature, etc.

6. Players winning more than one prize

 A player may  only  win one prize in any  competition.  The prize with the greater value takes precedence.  If both 
prizes have the same value, a scratch prize takes precedence over a handicap prize.

7. Handicaps for Multiple Round Competitions

 Competitors play off their correct, valid handicap at the date of competition.

8. Disputes 

Any  dispute which cannot be resolved by  the competitors should be brought to the attention of the Lady  Captain 
ASAP.  If the Captain is unavailable, competitors should approach a Committee Member.

9.  Open to all member Ladies and girls who hold a valid handicap

19.      Prizes to be awarded at the Prizegiving.



11. Winners in Strokeplay Competitions/Qualifiers for Matchplay Competitions

 When closing competitions and confirming winners/qualifiers, use actual scores for all competitions except when 
we are playing the same competition on different days, when CSS variable should be use


